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PROGRAMMING WITH MICROSOFT VISUAL BASIC 2010, FIFTH EDITION by the best-selling

author, Diane Zak, is designed for a first course in programming. Using the most recent version of

the software, Visual Basic 2010, this book teaches individuals how to use Visual Basic applications

as they would in a real world setting. Students with no previous programming experience learn how

to plan and create their own interactive Windows applications. GUI design skills and object-oriented

programming concepts are emphasized throughout the book.
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I like this book so much I will not be selling it back. I am a Computer Science major, and this is my

first official windows platform programming text. The book is very easy to understand, and I find

myself wanting to do more than teh teacher has assigned. The previous editions were not as clear

(according to the teacher of my course) but Zak has returned to a previous organization technique

which is a winner (to paraphrase my teacher!)LOVE the fold out refernce card!!!!!! I wont sell this

book back. It has such a clear outline (and that ref card is really great) that I will hold on to it.

Besides, when you get into a programming environment, or already have a foundation in it, they will

offer you notes at microsoft on "what has changed." If you get a goofd foundation like this, you can

just go and do yoru own study "updates."Lists methods for pseudocode, flow charts, and other basic

programming organization techniques (I am ALL about pseudo code and documentation, makes



MUCH less work for you when you sit down to code! First hand experience in that now, finally!)Be

sure to use the data files that come free with the book. They really make the course. They are

referred to in the book, and they are compeltely free to download. You cannot really do the

assignments without having those. It isnt a big deal, but I wanted to mention that there are data

files...This is SO cool!

Great book, it shows you step by step how to use the Visual Basic programming language. Though

it's not so used anymore, is always a good to know as many programming languages as you can

Even though the book had some good information, it did not have any CD that had the programs

that was mentioned in the book to work on each chapter. The book itself had some uses.

Easy-to-follow the Book has some very nice practices of programming and with the videos you can

make it in the class merry fast

This book was slightly damaged when I got it but no pages were missing so it worked for my class

This product doesn't deliver to the hyped value put on by the college I needed this for. Great if you

absolutely need your hand held through basic windows application development that will be

obsolete after MS new Metro shell. Save your money.

it came in perfect condition with no marks on it whatsoever. i could probably sell it for good money,

which is a shame because i intend to keep it.

It's an okay book. I just needed it for one class. I never really had to use it, but it was okay for when

I needed it.
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